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Abstract: This work describes the out-of-plane bending performance, shape memory 
effect and variable stiffness of a zero Poisson’s ratio honeycomb structure made from 
the tessellation of re-entrant hexagons and thin plates. The re-entrant hexagons are 
fabricated with ABS plastics and the thin plates are made from thermosetting 
styrene-based shape memory polymers (SMPs). The hexagons and the SMP plates are 
bonded within the groove joints in the thickness direction of the re-entrant cell units. 
The re-entrant hexagons generate out-of-plane flatwise compressive stiffness and 
in-plane compliance, while the SMPs thin plates support out-of-plane flexibility, the 
shape memory effect and a variable bending stiffness. Because the ABS plastics 
possesses a significantly higher glass transition temperature than the SMPs, the ZPR 
honeycomb structure features a higher out-of-plane flexibility when the 
environmental temperature rises from room temperature to the glass transition 
temperature of the SMPs. On the contrary, the flatwise compressive stiffness of the 
ZPR honeycomb remains unchanged. Three-point bending tests have also been 
performed to determine the out-of-plane bending performance of the ZPR structures 
at varying temperatures.  
 
Keywords: zero Poisson’s ratio; honeycomb; variable stiffness; shape memory 
polymer; cellular structures. 
 
1. Introduction 
Honeycombs have been widely used as core materials in sandwich panels in a wide 
range of applications, from low-cost doors to advanced aerospace structures. The 
rationale behind the use of cellular or honeycomb materials is their remarkable 
lightweight characteristics and tailorable mechanical performances, which are directly 
dependent upon the topology and size of the unit cell [1]. Flexible honeycomb 
structures have also been recently proposed as a promising solution for morphing 
skins, the latter being a critical technology for the design of morphing airframes [2, 3]. 
Different honeycomb configurations result in different in-plane Poisson’s ratios, 
which lead to multiple deformed shapes when bent out-of-plane [4, 5]. Honeycomb 
structures with positive Poisson’s ratio (PPR) are typical of classical hexagonal 
honeycombs. The PPR effects manifests in a saddle-shape or anticlastic curvature 
under out-of-plane deformation, which makes the production of sandwich structures 
with complex geometry somehow difficult [6, 7]. The re-entrant hexagonal[8, 9], 
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hexachiral [10, 11] anti-tetrachiral [12] and tetrachiral [11, 13] honeycombs however 
exhibit a negative Poisson ratio (NPR) behavior. NPR leads to synclastic curvatures or 
dome-shaped surfaces when those cellular structures are subjected to an out-of-plane 
bending deformation. Another subset of cellular structures is the one with zero 
Poisson’s ratio (ZPR). ZPR has been observed in honeycomb configurations like the 
SILICOMB [14-17], chevron [18-20], and accordion [21]. No lateral coupling 
behavior can be observed when ZPR honeycombs are loaded uniaxially under 
in-plane deformations [16]. In the case of out-of-plane loading, honeycombs with 
ZPR behavior exhibit no synclastic or anticlastic curvatures, rather cylindrical ones 
[22]. These features (absence of transverse in-plane deformation and cylindrical 
bending) make ZPR cellular structures an interesting material platform for 
one-dimensional morphing, the build-up of cylindrical sandwich panels, or morphing 
structures that undergo cylindrical bending deformations [18, 22]. Honeycomb 
structures with ZPR property have been also used in biomedical scaffolds [23] and 
one-dimensional spanwise morphing flexible skins [2, 3, 21]. For all the 
aforementioned honeycomb structures, the out-of-plane flatwise stiffness inevitably 
decreases when the out-of-plane flexibility increases when the thickness of the cell 
wall is minimized. A way to overcome this problem is to develop novel ZPR and NPR 
honeycomb designs by tessellating thin plates and hexagons and therefore create a 
unit cell with elements that provide separate functions for the in-plane and 
out-of-plane load bearing performance [4, 24, 25].  
  Shape memory polymers (SMPs) are polymeric smart materials with the capacity to 
recover from temporary shapes to their memorized permanent geometry upon the 
application of external stimuli [26-32]. The heating activation has frequently been 
used to trigger the shape memory effect [33-35]. SMPs exhibit brittleness and high 
Young’s modulus below the glass transition temperature, but when heated over a 
specific temperature tend to be very flexible and produce large strains capability [26]. 
Due to their variable stiffness and shape memory effect, SMPs have been applied for 
space deployable structures [36], artificial muscles [37], tissue engineering scaffolds 
[38] and information carriers [39]. 
  In this work, a honeycomb design with two different materials (ABS plastics and 
SMPs), zero Poisson’s ratio and variable stiffness is proposed. The ZPR effect is 
created by using a cellular structure made from re-entrant hexagons and thin plates. 
This honeycomb configuration has two components with different functionalities: the 
re-entrant hexagons made of ABS plastic provide the in-plane flexibility, while the 
out-of-plane flatwise compressive stiffness and the SMPs based thin plates generate 
out-of-plane compliance, a shape memory effect and the bending variable stiffness. 
Another advantage of this novel hybrid honeycomb design is represented by the 
out-of-plane flatwise compressive stiffness, which does not change when the bending 
stiffness varies even by modifying the operational temperature. To demonstrate the 
mechanical properties of this novel hybrid smart honeycomb, three-point bending 
tests with an isothermal controlled chamber have been carried out. The tests can 
demonstrate the out-of-plane bending deformation at different temperatures. 
Experimental tests to assess the shape memory effect and the variable stiffness 
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property of the ZPR structures have also been performed. 
 
2. Geometry of the unit cell 
  Fig. 1 shows the layout of the zero Poisson’s ratio honeycomb structure and the 
geometry of its unit cell. The honeycomb configuration consists of one re-entrant 
hexagonal unit responsible of the out-of-plane compressive stiffness and the in-plane 
compliance. Thin plates connect the re-entrant hexagons and provide large 
out-of-plane flexibility [24]. The two colors in Fig. 1 represent the two different 
materials used (red for the SMP and blue for the ABS plastics). The thin SMP plates 
provide the shape memory effect and the variable stiffness of the ZPR honeycomb. 
The SMP used in this work has a much lower glass transition temperature (Tg) than 
the ABS plastics, and it is therefore reasonable to infer that the ABS plastic will not be 
affected when the temperature reaches the Tg of the SMPs. In this way, the variable 
bending stiffness of the ZPR honeycomb structure can be obtained by the increment 
of the temperature, while its flatwise compressive stiffness remains the same. The 
hexagons have inclined walls with equal length l and vertical walls with the same 
length h=αl. The thickness of the wall of the re-entrant hexagons is represented by the 
parameter βl, while the inclined wall has a tilt angle θ. The parameter γl represents the 
height of the re-entrant hexagons, which also represents the height of the ZPR 
honeycomb structures along the 3-direction. The thin plate has a length (η+β)l, a 
thickness of λl, and a width that equals the length of the vertical wall. The thin plate 
has also a bonding area that shapes into an anti-parallelogram. The vertical walls of 
the re-entrant hexagons along the thickness direction feature key grooves to bond the 
two parts together. 
 
Fig. 1 Layout of the hybrid ZPR SMP/ABS honeycombs and the geometry of its unit 
cell. 
 
3. Basic mechanical tests of the SMPs 
  Thermosetting styrene-based SMPs have been used in this work to manufacture the 
thin plate part of the ZPR honeycomb structures. The detailed synthesis and curing 
processes have been reported in Ref. [40]. In order to characterize the glass transition 
temperature of the SMP material, rectangular plate samples with dimensions of 30mm
×5mm×1.6mm have been used to perform a dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA). 
The tests have been performed using a dynamic mechanical analyzer Q800 from TA 
Instruments Corp. (USA) in tension mode with a constant heating rate of 5°C/min and 
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a loading frequency of 1 Hz from 0°C to 100°C. The storage modulus and tanδ of the 
styrene-based SMPs versus the environmental temperature are shown in Fig. 2. One 
can readily observe the presence of a glass transition temperature of 55°C. When the 
temperature increases from 0°C to 97.6°C the storage modulus shows a substantial 
decrease from to 1460 MPa to 0.8 MPa, meaning that the styrene-based SMP 
materials is very suitable for the variable stiffness applications.  
 
Fig. 2 The storage modulus and tanδ of the styrene-based SMP versus temperature. 
 
4. Manufacturing of the SMPs based ZPR honeycomb structures 
The manufacturing of the shape memory polymers based ZPR honeycombs can 
be divided into four steps: 1) preparation of the re-entrant hexagons; 2) production of 
a large SMP plate with specific thickness; 3) cutting of the SMP plate into strips with 
designed geometrical shapes; 4) bonding of the re-entrant hexagons and strips into the 
specific pattern by using thermal-resistant glue. Vacuum casting technology has been 
adopted in the preparation of the re-entrant hexagons (Fig.3). Master models have 
been made with photosensitive resin using a 3D printing machine RSPro450 
(UnionTech Corp., Shanghai). The master models have then been placed into a mold 
casting frame, which was then filled with silicone rubber mixtures. Once cured and 
dry, the silicone rubber mold was then removed from the casting frame and was also 
cut into two parts along the parting line. As a following step the master models were 
removed and the silicone rubber mold was ready for the production of the re-entrant 
hexagons. The resin of the ABS plastic was then poured into the prepared mold under 
vacuum conditions. Once casted, the mold has been placed into a heating chamber for 
curing. The cured re-entrant hexagon was then removed and the silicone rubber mold 
was ready to reproduce another replica. To ensure the presence of smooth surfaces, all 
the prepared re-entrant hexagons have been post-processed with sand paper. This 
vacuum casting procedure has been done using a 3D printing platform 
(www.mohou.com). The nominal mechanical properties of the ABS plastics used are a 
Young’s modulus E=2000MPa, Poisson’s ratio 0.39, tensile strength 30Mpa, density 
1020Kg/m3 and a glass transition temperature of 109°C. After being produced, the 
SMP plate has been cut into designed strips using a laser cutter. The final step of the 
production of the honeycombs consisted in bonding the re-entrant hexagons and the 
thin strips into the tessellation forming the ZPR honeycomb configuration. During this 
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assembly phase the bonding was provide by a cyanoacrylate adhesive (Yuwang Group, 
China) with fast curing at room temperature. Medical syringes have been used to 
distribute the adhesive in an accurate and efficient way. 
 
Fig. 3 The manufacturing of the hybrid ZPR honeycomb structures. 
 
5. Three point bending tests 
  In order to determine the bending performance of the proposed ZPR honeycomb 
structures, three-point bending tests have been designed and carried out to estimate 
the variation of the bending modulus versus the temperature. The experimental setup 
is shown in Fig. 4(a). A thermal controlled chamber allows achieving isothermal 
conditions at different temperatures. Samples with dimensions of 166mm×60mm×
10mm have been used in the tests. Each specimen consisted in four complete unit 
cells along the width and seven along the span direction. The unit cells had 
dimensions of l=10mm, and were defined by the nondimensional parameters α=1.5, 
β=0.2, γ=1.0, η=0.25, λ= 0.16, θ=20° (see Fig. 1(b)). The bending tests were 
performed using a Zwick/Roell Z010 testing machine with a 1KN load cell. A 
A master model made 
by 3D printing. The master model was placed in the casting frame which was then filled with 
silicone rubber mixtures. 
The silicone rubber cured and was 
removed from the casting frame. The silicone rubber mold 
was cut into two parts. 
The re-entrant hexagons 
were made using the 
silicone rubber mold. 
The re-entrant hexagons and the SMP strips 
were bonded into the specific configuration 
forming the ZPR honeycomb. 
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displacement rate of 10mm/s and a span length of 143mm have been adopted. The 
tests have been stopped at a maximum central point deflection of 30mm. 
Temperatures from 15°C to 35°C with an increment of 5°C have been controlled in 
the tests. The curves of the loading force versus the central point deflection at 
different temperatures are shown in Fig. 4(b). The 3P bending trials stopped at 35°C 
because higher temperatures could produce a faster creep deformation than the 
applied displacement rate. As an evidence of this phenomenon, a very large creep 
deformation has been observed after 60 seconds at 40°C (Fig. 5). The equivalent 
bending modulus Eb of the hybrid SMPs based ZPR honeycomb structures has been 
calculated with the standard engineering beam expression [41]: 
3
48 b
Wld
E I
= 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 (1)	  
Where d is the deflection at the center of the span width, W and l the loading 
force and the length of the span. The W/d relation has been extrapolated from the 
initial linear slope of the curves for each of the five specimen produced. The results of 
the equivalent bending modulus form the 3P bending tests are shown in Fig. 4(c). A 
decrement from 10.4 MPa to 0.3 MPa has been observed when the temperature of the 
isothermal controlled chamber increased from 15°C to 35°C. A temperature change of 
20°C results therefore results in a variable stiffness increment of more than 30 times. 
 
 
Fig. 4 (a) The experimental setup of the three-point bending tests; (b) the 
force-deflection curve generated from the tests; (c) the equivalent bending modulus of 
the ZPR structures vs the isothermal temperature. 
 
 
Fig. 5 The creep deformation of the ZPR honeycomb structures under 40°C 
isothermal environments. 
 
6. Experimental tests of the shape memory effect 
(a) (b) (c) 
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  SMPs are polymeric smart materials that possess remarkable recovery ability. They 
also exhibit a good shape memory effect, which makes them able to return from a 
temporary or deformed, to permanent or original shape by an external (mainly 
thermal) stimulus. The styrene-based SMPs have a glass transition temperature of 
55°C while the ABS plastics one is at 109°C. This feature makes the SMPs turn from 
hard to soft and start the shape recovery procedure leaving the ABS plastics 
unaffected when the environmental temperature rises to ~55°C. An experimental test 
has been performed to determine the shape memory effect of these hybrid ZPR 
honeycombs. Samples with 4×7 unit cells have been produced with a specific 
original shape (l=10mm, α=1.5, β=0.2, γ=1.0, η=0.5, λ= 0.16, θ=20°). During the 
tests the thermal stimulus was constituted by a heating gun, while the surrounding air 
of the test room provided the cooling. A typical shape recovery process has been 
observed and shown in Fig. 6. The process can be divided into two heating and one 
cooling down steps. During the first step the application of the heating is made on 
the original shape until the SMP thin plates turn soft. The honeycomb is then loaded 
with a constant external force to achieve a temporary Ω-shape with a very large 
out-of-plane bending deformation, while decreasing the temperature to room 
conditions by natural convection. A new deformed temporary shape has been 
therefore obtained. The next consists in heating again the system with the heating 
gun and return the honeycomb to the original shape. The whole recovery process 
from the temporary Ω-shape to the original honeycomb plate system takes about 46s 
with a 100% recovery. 
 
7. Experimental tests of the variable stiffness property 
  Although the three-point bending tests have shown the variable stiffness property 
of the hybrid SMPs based ZPR honeycomb structures, they cannot be efficiently used 
to predict the mechanical performance of the ZPR honeycombs in practical 
applications where no ideal isothermal environment exists. To this end we have 
performed experimental tests related to simply supported honeycomb beams to 
demonstrate the variable stiffness property at room temperature. Polyimide (PI) 
heating films with appropriate geometrical dimensions have been chosen as heating 
method. The maximum applied voltage to the PI films is 12V with a corresponding 
maximum heating power of 18W. As shown in Fig. 7(a), the PI heating films have 
been bonded on the bottom surface of the SMP thin plates using 3M adhesive. At 
room temperature a weight of 500g has been loaded on the center span (170mm – Fig. 
7(b)). An average deflection of 5.5mm has been measured; by using Equation (1) the 
equivalent bending modulus Eb of the hybrid ZPR structure has been estimated at 
18.6 MPa. 
According to the three-point bending and static tensile tests from Ref. [42], the 
bending stiffness of the ZPR structures can be very small when the temperature 
reaches the glass transition temperature of the SMPs. Therefore, no weights have been 
applied during the heating process and its self-weight has been judged adequate to 
produce large bending deformations. In order to measure the heating efficiency of the 
PI heating films, an infrared temperature camera (VarioCAM HiRes sl, JENOPTIK 
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Infra Tec) has been employed in the tests with a frame rate of 1 Hz. At the meantime, 
a Canon camera has been placed directly on the front of the honeycomb beam to 
record the whole deformation process. Voltages of 6V, 9V, 12V have been applied 
during the heating process using a stabilized voltage supply (ITECH DC Source 
Meter, IT6154). Fig. 8 shows the whole heating process of the PI films and the 
bending deformation of the ZPR structures with different applied voltages. For a 9V 
voltage it has been possible to observe a larger bending deformation than in the 6V 
case, with almost uniform temperature distributions on the SMP thin plates (Fogs. 8(a) 
and 8(b)). When 12V were applied, a significantly higher temperature has been 
measured after 20s, however the bending deformation remained almost the same as 
the 9V case between 15s and 20s (Fig. 8(c)). This fact can be explained by observing 
the results from the DMA tests and the static tensile modulus as determined in 
Ref.[42]. When the temperature reaches the SMP Tg the Young’s modulus is quite 
very small and stays almost the same even when the temperature increases. At room 
temperature the honeycomb beam is able to withstand a 500g weight loading at the 
center of the span. When heating up is produced its self-weight (56.8g, including the 
PI films and wires) can produce very large bending deformations. The large variable 
stiffness of this honeycomb design can be potentially repeated in real applications 
with different heating and cooling methods. 
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Fig. 6 A typical shape recovery process of the SMPs based ZPR honeycomb structures 
 
The temporary 
Ω-shape: 0s 
Shape 
recovering 
state：16s  
The recovered 
shape: 46s 
Shape 
recovering 
state：34s  
Heating and 
external 
force, then 
cooling down 
Heating using 
a heating gun 
Continuous 
heating 
Continuous 
heating 
The original 
shape 
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Fig. 7 The sample bonded with PI heating films and the simply supported honeycomb 
beam. 
 
Fig. 8 The heating performance of the PI films and the bending deformation of the 
hybrid ZPR structures for different applied voltages: (a) 6V; (b) 9V; (c) 12V; 
 
 
 
 
Polyimide heating films (a) (b) 
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8. Conclusions 
  We have proposed hybrid ZPR honeycomb structures using the configuration of 
tessellation of the re-entrant hexagons and thin plates fabricated with two different 
materials. The ABS plastics re-entrant hexagons were produced using a vacuum 
casting technology, and thermoset styrene-based SMPs were used for the thin plates. 
The hybrid ZPR honeycombs are stiff at low temperature and become compliant when 
the temperature rises. A variable bending stiffness of the ZPR structures has been 
produced by applying increments of the environmental temperature, leaving the 
flatwise compressive stiffness of the honeycomb unaffected. Experimental tests have 
shown that heating and cooling, with different methods that could be evaluated for 
real applications, can achieve a variable stiffness. The shape memory effect tests show 
that the hybrid ZPR honeycomb structures recovers from the a temporary Ω-shape to 
its original shape in 46 seconds with a 100% recovery rate. 
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